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USING THE SHIAER- 
MEUOR OBJECbORlENTED 
ANALYSIS METHOD 

s A part of the guidance-software 
group at McDonnell Douglas’s Illis- 

sile Systems Division, we examined the 
feasibility of adapting object-oriented 
analysis to engineer the requirements of a 
mission-planning system. 

Before starting this project, we evalu- 
ated several object-oriented require- 
merits-,analysis methods and selected the 
one developed by Sally Shlaer and Ste- 
phen Mellor.‘,’ The Shlaer-Alellor Ob- 
ject-oriented Analysis NIethod provides a 
structured means of identifying objects 
within a system by analyzing abstract data 
types. The analyst uses these objects as a 
basis for building three formal models: in- 
formation, state, and process. 

Our group successfully adapted the 
Shlaer-Mellor method and used it to engi- 
neer the requirements for the Al&on 
Generation System, which is described in 
the box on p. 50. The MGS development 
team consisted of six software engineers 
and a domain expert with five years soft- 
ware-development experience. All team 
members had a minimum of three years 
experience in Ada software development 
and hw years experience in object-ori- 
ented methods. 

In adapting the Shlaer-Mellor method, 
we learned that it consistently produced 
better abstract objects than other object- 
oriented methods (in which data objects 
and operations are packaged according to 
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(01) Mission-Definition ::= 

102) Woypoint-Definition ::= 

@  Waypoint-Number 
t Woypoint-Latitude 
t Waypoint-Longitude 
t Waypoint-Heading 
t Altitude Command 
t Dislont~~Woypoini~to_Woypoint 
t Waypoint-Turn Radius 
t Bank-Angle-limit 
t Planned-Atmospheritmperoture 

@  Mission-ID 
t Number-of-Woypoints 
t Number-of-Setondory-Track-Areas 
t Lounth~Point~Latitude 
t Lounth~Point~Longitude 
t brget_E 
t brget_F 
t brget_G 
t Altitude-of-Ground-ot_brget 
t Initial-AV-Weight 
t Lounth~Leg~Math~Commond 
t btal-Mission-Range 
t Plonned~Lounth~Altitude 
t Planned~lounch~Airspeed~Moth_Number 

::= 

t Mission-ID (R) 
t brget-Waypoint-Indicator 

I i 
@  Setondary~Trotk~Areo~Number 
t Nominal Distance 
t Woypoinr Number-for-Entry-Point (R) 
t Off-Nomi;l-Altitude Command 
t Lotitude~ot~Lotest~Turnpoint 
t Longitude~of~Lotest~Turnpoint 
t Dirtonce-Between-NTP-and-UP 

the method’s rules), xd that it is best ap- APPLICATION ’ The information model can be pro- 
plied to information q3tems or to reen- duced both as te‘xtual and graphical repre- 
gineering situations, in which data objects The first step in the Shlaer-XIellor ’ 

method is to define the information 
sentations. .-\ textual representation con- 

are already identified. sists of a set of textual definitions 
model, which consists of data objects, at- I (semantics) for each object, attribute, and 

WHY AN OBJECT-ORIENTED APPROACH? tributes, and relationships derived from 

i the real-world problem. It took us about 
~ relationship describing the basis of ab- 

two months to develop the information 1 
straction. The graphical representation 

\I’e decided to use an object-oriented provides a global view of the entire hIGS, 
approach for two reasons. model. Once we had completed it, we used as Fiqre 1 shows. 

First, we had successl;ll~- used I3 state models to formalize the life cycles of F  ? 

objects and relationships according to the 
IO create the information model, you 

Colbert’s approach to object-oriented identify objects, determine the objects’ at- 
sofisvare development’ to develop a hard- operating policies, laws, and rules of the tributes, and construct the model itself 
Tare-iii-the-loop simulation. This type of problem domain. Each state within a life from the attributes and the relationships 
simulation prokles a real-time enriron- cycle is used to generate a process model. 
ment for simulating a hardw2are sTstem, ‘i‘he process models represent the final 1 

between objects. ‘l‘he Shlaer-hlellor 

which in this case was a missile-guidance step in the analysis. 
method provides various tests to help you 
determine \? hat objects exist, as well as de- 

computer in flight.’ ~ fining object interrelationships. 
Second, \ve found a number of short- Creating the infomation model.  The infor- 

comings in structured analysis and design mation model addresses the static aspects Objerk -\n object is the abstraction of a 
approaches. The translation from require- of all the objects and is the method’s car- 1 set of real-world things. L+!n object has in- 
ments analysis to desikm is ill-defined and ncrstonc. I;@-e I shows the information stances, each ofuhich represents one real- 
difficult. ,\lapping and tracing between model for the I\IGS. The model describes ~ world thing. .U instances must have the 
development phases are usually done the relevant objects in mission planning same characteristics and are subject to and 
manuall!: using wall&roughs and mspec- (the application domain) but ignores the ’ must cont&m to the Same rules.‘,’ 
tions. Fmally, for OLJJ- application v c temporal dimension. It uses a notation In the Shlaer-hlellor method, most 
needed support for .kda packaging and similar to that of an entiy-relationship ’ objects 5all into five categories, which are 
class definitions, which is not provided. model. used only to assist in object definition 
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(after an object is defined, they are mean- 
ingless). (The authors give no basis or ra- 
tionale for these classifications): 

+ ‘Ezngibles. Tangible objects are ab- 
stractions of something in the physical 
w-orld. An example is a piece of equipment. 

+ Roles. Role objects represent the pur- 
pose or assignment of a person, piece of 
equipment, or organization. An example is 
a supervisor. 

+ I~z&&ts. Incident objects represent 
an occurrence or event, something which 
happens at a specific time, such as an election. 

+ Intmactimzs. Interaction objects gen- 
erally have a transaction or contract qual- 
ity, and are related to two or more other 
objects in the model. An example is a user 
request or a contract. 

+ Specifications. Specification objects 
represent rules, standards, or quality criteria. 

An example is a mission definition. All ob- + 01. test. The inclusion criteria in the 
jects of JIGS are specification objects, as object description must not use the word 
Table 1 shows. (The table also gives exam- “or” in a significant way. 
ples to illustrate other categories.) + More-thawdisr trst. The inclusion 

The Shlaer-Mellor method provides a criteria in the object description must not 
set of refinement criterka to help you iden- be merely a list of instances. 
tie the right object and reject the wrong 
ones. Each object must meet all these cri- Attribvtes. An atnibute is a single charac- 
teria, which form the basis for the object- teristic possessed by all the entities that 
test matrix in Table 2: were abstracted as an object. It is essen- 

+ Lhztjhnit?, test. Each instance must dally data about the object, which the sys- 
have the same set of characteristics and be , tern must store and relieve. Attributes can 
subject to the same rules. 1 be normalized by applying the following 

+ ;Clorr-tba?l-n-1lanle test. An object criteria, which form the basis for the object- 
must have characteristics other than its attribute test matrix in Table 3: 
name that you can use to describe it. These + One Take per attribute. An instance 
characteristics are attributes. A person i can have only one value for each attribute. 
(object) has a name, Social Security 1 + Xo intwd Jnuctu?p. An attribute 
number, and an address (attributes), for must have no internal structure. For ex- 
example. ample, the attribute “age” for the object 

pi ~llnifcmity test More-than-o-list test ~~~ Pi ~’ More-than-o-nom trdp ~ Or test 

Mission definition Pass Pass Pass Pass 
Waypoint definition Pass Pass Pass Pass 
Secondary track area Pass Pass Pass Pass 

Illustrative objects 
Mission summary Pass Pass * Pass 
User request t * Pa.9 * 
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Object One value per attribute No internal structure 
Attribute characteristic 
of entire object 

Represent characteristic 
of instance named 

’ MGS objects 
Mission definition 
Waypoint definition 
Secondary track area 

Illustrative objects 
I Mission summary 
I User request 

Pass Pass 
Pass Pass 
Pass Pass 

Pass ,Maybe^ 
Fail+ Maybe+ 

Pass 
Pass 
Pass 

Pass 
Fails 

Pass 
Pass 
Pass 

Pass 
Fail% 

%ltulote number of woypoints 
Calculate total mission range 
Calculate toroet unit vettorr 

(I) “Perform mission tolculationr”: 

et mission definition field entrier”; 
rform mission definition volidity checks”; 
ve mission definition attributer” 

Waiting-for-Modifitation_Dalo/ 

Generote M7: Mission definition delete complete* 
(1) “Generate prompt for objea”; 
(2) “Get selection entry”; 
(3) “Perform entrv check”; 
(4) “Generate prompt for obiect 

definition modification”; 
(5) “Get obfect definition field 

modifitotions”; 
Waiting~for~Delete~~onfirmotion/ 

1 ~~~fion’ (1) “G nerate prompt for tonfirmation”. (6) “Get modification continue/cancel response”; 

(21 “Get tonfirmotion response” e a n u es ond perform validity check” t TV ‘b t ~+j911fhmb 

II 
II 
II 
11 

II 
II 
11 
II 
‘I 

~1 

11 
I 

II 
‘I 
II 
II 
‘I 
II 
II 
II 
~1 
II 
‘I 
1’ 
II 
11 
ii 

“person” would pass the test because it is + Represent chal-acteristic of‘ instance 
only one thing. “Address” would not be- named. Each attribute that is not part of an 
cause it is composed of street, city, state, identifier must represent only a characteris- 
and zip code. tic of the instance named by the identifier. 

l Athbute characthtic of entire object. 
When an object’s identifier has two or Relofiomhips. A relationship is the abstract 
more attributes, every attribute that is not set of associations that systematically hold 
part of the identifier must represent a among objects. Relationships show how 
characteristic of the entire object, not just each object is related to the other objects 
part of it. and how it forms a part of the whole sys- 

tern. Relationships are represented by 
lines drawn between objects. Each rela- 
tionship is described by two verb phrases. i, 
For example, relationship Rl in Figure 1 
defines the waypoint-light segment con- 
netted to a mission and the launch and 
target points associated with each mission. 
This relationship is a one-to-many rela- 
tionship. Relationship R2 in the figure is a 
one-to-one relationship between the 
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waypoint and secondary-track-area defi- 
nitions. The MGS information model 
does not contain a many-to-many rela- 
tionship. 

(like Ge-Mission-Response), data stores, 
dataflows (like Mission-ID, which creates 
a new mission), and a number of sources 
and sinks. 

provides facilities for model configuration 
management, document generation, and 
report generation. 

Creating state models. State models for- 
malize object life cycles and relationships 
by constructing a life-cycle diagram for 
each nontrivial object in the information 
model. (We defined an object as nontrivial 
on the basis of our team’s domain knowl- 
edge.) Each state in the life cycle repre- 
sents a condition of the object during 
which a defined set of rules, laws, and pol- 
icies apply. 

CASE tool support. We used Cadre’s 
Teamwork, a computer-aided software- 
engineering tool, on Digital Equipment 
Corp.‘s VAX workstation 2000s running 
DEC Windows to directly support 
MGS requirements engineering and 
analysis. Teamwork consists of tools that 
support the development life cycle in a 
completely integrated environment and 

We chose Teamwork over other 
CASE tools, such as Mark V Systems 
ObjectMaker, primarily because it pro- 
vides a great deal of automated consis- 
tency checking between diagrams 
through a single data dictionary. It also 
directly supports Shlaer-Mellor graph- 
ics. It provides entity-relationship, con- 
trol-flow and dataflow editors, which 
you can use to represent the information 
model, state-transition diagrams and 

Each state in the life cycle accomplishes 
at least one action. An action can be made 
up of any number of smaller action pro- 
cesses which, as a whole, complete the ac- 
tion for that state. An object does not 
change state until the action of that state is 
completed. 

Mission 
Definition 

An event is an occurrence that tells 
when an object is moving or needs to move 
from one life-cycle state to another. An 
event is the object’s actual transition. 

There are two types of state models. 
State-transition diagrams show each 
object’s dynamic behavior; an object- 
communication diagram represents object 
interactions graphically. 

Figure 2 shows a state-transition dia- 
gram, in which each state and its I/O - in 
the form of communicating events - are 
maintained separately. The Shlaer-Mellor 
uses E.F. Moore’s state-transition dia- 
grams, in which actions are performed 
when the object enters the state.’ 

Figure 3 shows an object-communica- 
tion diagram. Each object is shown as a 
rectangle; connecting arcs are labeled with 
communicating events. 

hKeSS models. The process model de- 
picts the action processes associated with 
each state within a state model. It is essen- 
tially a dataflow diagram, similar to that in 
structured analysis, that describes the ac- 
tions associated with transitions. Figure 4 
is a process model of the MGS’s mission 
object state “enter mission definition 
data.” Each circle in the diagram repre- a sents an action process ot a gven state. ! Figure 3. Oljert-comnr~micatian diapam fw the ,Wmion Gemrat& .Tystem. Each o&-t is sbozm as n 
The dataflow diagrams contain processes , wrangle; connecting am ar-e labeled with cmnmnicuting ezwts. 
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object-communication diagrams, and from functional-decomposition ap- 
dataflow diagrams, respecti\ cly. proaches, in which the analysis consists of 

By coupling Teamwork’s dataflow dia- ~ examining processes. It also differs from 
grams to its data dictionary, we were able event-response approaches, in which 
to examine an element of the diagram and analysis consists of examining external 
then expand that element to its dictionary events. Before vou decide to use this 
parts. If something illegal is tried or an method, you should consider a number of 
aspect of the svstem is missing, the user is issues, including those specific to the 
warned. The elements can themselves are method, those related to changing to an 
easy to examine, and you can quickly object-oriented culture, those related to 
zoom from one level to another with the training, and those related to CASE tool 
mouse. The data dictionarv editor in- support. 
eludes several very convenient functions i 
such as circularity and redundancy checks ~ Method-specific issues. The Shlaer- 
and import/export capabilities. ( Ml1 e or method offers significant advan- 

Other advantages include very clean tages if it is used for the right type of appli- 
dataflow and state-transition diamams cation. It also nroduces better abstraction 

” 

and ease of learning, although it takes a 
while to grasp the interrelationships of 
menu hierarchies. 

On the down side, Y‘eamwork docu- 
ment generation requires painstaking or- 
ganization and preparation of notes, and 
control and process specifications. It must 
also be supported by a publishing package 
such as InterleafInc.‘s Interleaf. 

LESSONS LEARNED 

ties we have experienced with methods 
that begin with the definition of abstract 
objects. In these cases, we found it difficult I 
to get even, requirements analvst to un- 
deritand th’e abstmct objects in the same 
way. In the Schlaer-Mellor method, every 
analyst agreed on the objects, since the 
approach was based on concrete rules and 
not abstract thinking. 

+ Object comnaints and tests are riga?-arti. 
The Schlaer-Mellor method imposes rig- 
orous constraints on defining what consti- 
tutes an object. This forces you to do an 
in-depth analysis, which in turn aids in i 
limiting the scope of the proposed system. 
It also helps you better define system i’ 
boundaries. It nrovides a nood starting ‘, 

I than any meth’ods we have evaluated. 
I 

) 1;oint for further analysis byohelping ideny 
~ nfy the objects about which the svstem 

Object selection. The Schlaer-Mellor must store data. It also offers a set ofsimple 
method provides a step-by-step approach tests or criteria for normalizing the attri- 
to identifying objects. We observed a butes of each object. The tests help ensure 
number of things about the way the that each instance of an object will have 
method handles objects: one and only one value for each attribute 

l O~e&~elertion techniques al-e sound. identified, leading to a minimum of data 
Once the infomyation model is developed, redundancy and ambiguity. 
the Schlaer-Mellor method has concrete + The infmwatioz model mzut be zellde- 
rules for grouping data and forming ob- LIeloped. A difficult but manageable prob- 
jects based on relational database theory. lem with the Schlaer-LMellor method is the 

The Shlaer-Alellor method differs These rules eliminate many ofthe difficu- need to identify all or most data objects in ;i 
JI 
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the first phase. Other object-oriented 
methods let you create data objects as vou 
recursively progress through requjre- 
ments analysis. With the Schlaer-,Mellor 
method, you must start with a well-devel- 
oped information model, which is not al- 
ways possible, especially in high-technol- 
ogy projects, which generally have poor11 
understood requirements and data objects. 

t Atthbute desnlptimz isim@cient. The 
attributes used to define objects are de- 
scriptive names (like Launch-Point-La6 
tude). There are a number of drawbacks to 
this type of description. First, there is no 
way to express attribute values in actual 
instances of objects, which might be sup- 
plied by default, might be dependent on 
other attribute values, or might have to be 
set explicitly. Second, there is no way to 
formalize the conditions that some or all 
object instances may require. Finally, 
many existing information models en- 
phasize the significance of an attribute 
through its features. 

l SLppoO for h4evel oLjeci3 is hited. 
The information model provides little 
support of unsnvctured objects. These 
objects or data types are primitives not 
constructed by aggregating lower level 
types like strings, integers, and reals. .4g 
gregation provides a means for specifying 
the amihutes ofa new object type. Sermn- 
tic data modeling permits the aggregation 
of entitv types to form higher order enti- 
ties (obiects). 

Application. The Shlaer-,\/lellor method 
includes a well-defined and detailed ap- 
proach to object-oriented analysis that 
emphasizes up-front system development. 
u’e found that, in the long run, the exa‘a 
effort during requirements analysis pays 
off in less effort during system design and 
implementation. Unfortunately, the flip 
side is that analysts can easily become 
bogged down in system analysis and lose 
sight of the ultimate goal. 

The Schlaer-Mellor method is best ap- 
plied to infornxation systems or to reen- 
gineering situations, in which data objects 
are already identified. 

Another important application issue is 
that the method supports bottom-up de- 
velopment. Some other methods, like the 

Colbert method, support top-down devel- have used, we found our application to be 
opment. A thorough understanding of the much more difficult than the examples 
individual data items at the start of the presented by the authors. This method is 
requirements process may yield a design a rigorous approach to building an infor- 
that is easier to package, especially if the mation model, vet the guidelines Shlaer 
system is data intensive. Of course, in and Mellor provided for building state and 
some applications, you cannot know de- process models did not seem well dc- 
tailed data items this earlv. In our hard- 
ware-in-the-loop simulati&, for example, 

fined.’ The examples presented for the 
state and process models were fairly sim- 

we did not know most of the low-level data ple and limited. In performing our analy- 
items, and requirements were not conl- sis, we encountered situations not ad- 
plete. In applications like this, the Shlaer- dressed in the book, and had to use our 
Mellor method would not he appropriate. own interpretations. 

We observed several application-re- 4 The is a tendency tmwd the ricked 
lated issues: plablm. The Shlaer-L\iellor method does 

+ Abstl-acts am ~~11 packaged. The not prevent a solution-oriented model 
Schlaer-Mellor method consistently pro- within the requirements (problem-ori- 
duced better abstract objects than the ented) model. ‘I‘he object state-transition 
other object-oriented methods we have diagmms show details that are actuall!, 
evaluated and used. Like other methods, more prelimindry design than require- 
this method packages data objects and op- ments. This may cause the specification to 
erations according to its rules. However, be intertwined with the design, the wicked 
unlike other methods, as analysis pro- problem described bv C. Ramamoorthy” 
gressed, we found no good reason to in- l ld&ys of specifi&g 7.equiwme77ts are 

prove the objects by repackaging the oper- limitd. The S&la&-Alellor method is 
ations and data objects differently. m’ith geared toward specifying program objects 
other methods, we often discovered better and system objects (like a computer qs- 
packaging alternatives after further ‘andly- tern) or system specifications.‘This view 
sis. In many of these cases, the analysis had ignores problem specification, which, in 
progressed so far that we did not feel itwas our view, is a serious omission. ilie be- 
cost-effective to go back and repxkage the lieve that requirements analysis must 
abstract objects, so these difficulties were deal with the issues of the problem to be 
never 6xed. The abstract solved, not with issues 
objects produced by the of hnw a system should 
Schlaer-hlellor method 
are clearly superior to 
most other object-ori- 
cnted requirements-anal- 
ysis methods. 

+ Both single and multi- 
ple iuheritmce are supported. 

I 

THE METHOD 
be des@ed to solve that 
problem. ‘The Schlaer- 

WORKS BEST Mellormethodalsolacks 

WHEN YOU 
the specification of non- 
fnnctional requirements 

KNOW THE ,,id”~~~~ ~~~~~~c~~~ 
Inheritance is a technique DATA OBJECTS. strain&Q’ - and envi- 
for sharing information ronmental requirements 
among objects linked in - those describing the 
the object hierarchy. Jlultiple inheritance environment or domain in which a system 
lets objeca inherit properties fko11.0171 multi- is to be specified. 
ple higher level objects in a specialized hi- 
erarchy. The Shlaer-,\lellor information Modehg and nofofion issues. Notations are 
model supports single and multiple inher- simple, straightforward, and easily under- 
itance, and the method supplies an i&et-- stood. Because the analyst is forced to de- 
tance diagram for depicting inheritance 
relationships.’ 

fine system objects in detail up front, the 
requirements-analysis products should be 

l Ewmples @m are stereotypiu~l. LI s simple and well-&ganized and have a 
with other object-oriented methods we minimum of ambiguitI\ and redundancy. 
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MISSlOW GENERATION SYSTEM 
The Mission Genera- The MGS operates in 

tion System creates or several modes. It supports 
modifies a mission 6le for a mission data building, 
self-guided cruise missile. modification, and viewing 
The mission file contains operations. The system ac- 
the preplanned flight path cepts mission data from 
and specific ii-route it- several sources to modify 
structions for the missile. pmviously developed mis- 
Before the missile is flown, sions. It provides several 
a launch computer output h-mats that are 
downloads the mission file compatible with existing 
into the guidance unit of guidance simulations. It 
the missile. The missile au- displays individual mission 
topilot processes the file parameter3 in engineering 
and directs the missile to units, letting the operator 
the intended target. add to or modify the data 

The group responsible in a screen-edit mode. The 
for flight software uses the 
system to generate mis- 
sions for algorithm devel- 
opment and for the 
software’s acceptance test- 
ing. Many missions need to 
be generated to thoroughly 
test all the required soft- 
ware capabilities. 

user interface has pull- 
down menuS for access to 
data-modification, -entry, 
and -viewing screens. 

When theMGS is in 
the mission-data-building 
mode, the user can create a 
mission from scratch or use 
all or part of an existing 

mission in the database. 
The user provides certain 
parameters, such as 
waypoint locations and al- 
titude profiles, which the 
MGS uses to generate the 
rest of the data, such as 
flight segment lengths 
and turn control parame- 
ters. 

When theMGS is in ei- 
ther the missiondata-view- 
ing or -modification mode, 
the user can examine and 
modify inchvidual misaion- 
data parameters on the 
screen. In the modifkation 
mode, the MGS recom- 
putes all mission data ac- 
cording to changes that the 
user has input The system 
displays a ground-track 
plot of the selected mission 
on a latitude/longitude 
grid, which the user can 
send to a printer. 

On the down side, some of the guidelines 
arc idealistic, and it is difficult to express 
semantics. 

‘l-he graphics are eas;. to undemtand, 
being taken from the fan&r dataflow, en- 
tity-relationship, and state-transition dia- 
grams. Other approaches, like the Colbert 
method, provide new, unfamiliar graphical 
notations like object-interaction, object-hi- 
emrchy, ,and objecclass diagmms.i*4~9 

would require a response from anothe 
object. The object-communication dia 
gram attempts to depict these interactions 

+ Comvaints can be specified. To ensurN 
the integrity of the information model 
you must be able to specify insertion, dele 
tion, and modification constraints. If ob 
jects are connected through relationship: 
any of these constraints on an object wi 
affect the status of objects connected to ii L. 

We observed a number of things about The Shlaer-Mellor information model lets 
the method’s modeling approach and its you specifj~ these relationship semantics. 
notation: + Guidelines are idealistic. Shlaer and 

fending processes further, we simply used 
Teamwork’s process-specification feature, 
which let us declare the child of each pro- 
cess to be a process specification. In that 
way, we directly accessed the process de- 
scription from the dataflow diagram and 
kept our process models readable. 

Another guideline was equally difficult 
to follow: Aside from some systemwide 
data items, only attributes from the infor- 
mation model can appear on the dataflow. 
While the dataflow created on our process 
models, with a few exceptions, did consist 
of only atvibutes horn the information 
model, some dataflow included enough 
pieces of data that labeling each one in this 
manner soon became impractical. Using 
the data dictionary feature on Teamwork, 
we abstracted the dataflows that proved 
cumbersome and marked the abstracted 
dataflows with a **. We could then easily 
access the contents of these flows horn 
their respective process models. 

+ State models have redundant pyoceses. 
We encountered some cases in which a 
particular state in one state model would 
involve the same set of action processes as 
another state in the same or a different 
model. Consequently, some process mod- 
els were very similar, and the redundancy 
left us feeling as if our analysis was in some 
way incomplete even though we had ad- 
hered to the method as closely as possible. 
The Shlaer-Mellor method did not ad- 
dress this issue. 

+ Represtztation views are limited. One 
of the main reasons to use an object-ori- 
ented model ofuser requirements is to un- 
derstand them better. Thus, you would 
like to read and manipulate specifications 
in a variety of representations. The same 
real-world entity can be described in many 
ways, from a high-level, black-box tem- 
plate to a low-level, detailed one. In the 

I + Dam am1 process am!y.sis are direct& 
,I 

Mellor’s guidelines for creating state and 
hzked. Because a process model in the 1 process models were nearly impossible to 

1 Shla,er-Mellor method, requirements 
specifications represent only a single view 

form of a dataflow diagram is created for adhere to. They recommend you describe ~ 
each state in the state model -which is in each process- directly on-the model 
turn created from the information model (dataflow diagram) without providing any 
-there is a reasonably direct link between process descriptions, since that purpose 
data analysis and process analysis. The was fulfilled by describing the actions. 
method also coordinates object life cycles. When we tried to do this, the dataflow 
We discovered, for example, many cases in diagram quickly became cluttered and un- 
which an object at a particular life-cycle state readable. Rather than break down the of- 

of the world. 
+ Expressing semantics is difficult. AL 

though the information model lets you se- 
lect an expressive description of relation- 
ships, there is a danger of choosing words 
poorly and making it harder to understand 
the model. It is a significant challenge to 
select just the right words to resolve vary- 
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ing points of view and to avoid ambiguity. 
The method offers no guidance for select- 
ing relationship semantics so as to avoid 
overloading words. 

+ Interaction description is insu.cient. 
Although the state model describes each 
object’s dynamic behavior separately 
through a state-transition diagram, it does 
not develop complete descriptions of sys- 
tem-object interactions. In addition, the 
model’s external states correspond one to 
one with externally recognizable object 
states, which can cause an infinite number 
of iterations in the model if the require- 
ments are not complete. 

+ The pocessmodel relies on dataflvu: dia- 
grams. The process model’s reliance on 
dataflow diagrams is a mixed blessing. Ob- 
ject interaction is described indirectly via 
the occurrence of dataflow. Processes that 
result from decomposing actions into 
dataflow are usually highly cohesive. 
However, dataflow diagrams themselves 
have some drawbacks. They are not vev 
helpful for systems or parts of systems that 
primarily update and retrieve data. They 
make it difficult to identify transforma- 
tions on data and partitioning a transition 
into I/O branches can be artificial8 Fi- 
nally, the transition from analysis to design 
can be challenging. 

Cultwalhange issues. As with any new 
method, there are apt to be changes in 

used to develop and represent the system. odologist, to ensure that the methods and 
They must be fully aware of the impact of 
object-oriented analysis and design on the 

) tools are rigorously followed and to pro- 
vide follow-up training to the develop- 

entire life cycle. Compared to structured ment teamwhenneeded. 
analysis and design, a typical object-oriented 
analysis and design method produces soft- ~ CASE tool support. Making sure that you 
ware documents that describe require- have good CASE tools should be a prereq- 
ments in terms of graphical representa- uisite to any object-oriented development 
tions rather than text and may require effort An effective CASE tool is importnnt 
unique tailoring of standards. Customers throughout the development life cycle:s,9 
must understand the underlying concepts ~ + System engineers can quickly de- 
to adequately review these documents and 
support software reviews. ‘I9 

velop requirements descriptions and eas- 
ily maintain them. 

+ Designers can express their designs 
Training issues. The training and educa- in a format compatible with the chosen 

uon of the project team play a major role method. 
in improving object-oriented develop- 1 + The tool provides traceability from 
ment. However, the curriculum should requirements through design and code. 
not focus on object-oriented analysis and + In addition to satisfying contractual 
design alone. The team needs to see how requirements, the requirements and de- 
these concepts affect subsequent develop- sign documents can serve as working pa- 
ment stages as well. , pers during development. 

A good way to do this is to emphasize Bear in mind that you are not likely to 
the need to make requirements traceable ( find the perfect tool. Object-oriented 

analysis and design meth- 
1 

through the development 
life cycle. You can use a 
requirements and design 
case study of a system 
similar in size and com- 
plexity to the target sys- 
tem. The study should 
show you problems that 
might arise during re- 
quirements analysis and I 

ITTOOKABOUT 
ods are changing rapidly, 
and CASE tool vendors 

TWO MONTHS are hard pressed to keep 
pace. They seem always 

TO BECOME to be one or two releases 

COMFORTABLE 
behind. However, the fol- 
lowing selection guide- 

WITH THE lines might be helpful: 

METHOD. 
+ Choose a CASE 

tool that supports your 
selected method and that 
runs on the required plat- 

II fundamental ways of thinking about the ’ design. You should also 

Ii 
problem and how to transfer that newway ~ make this training avail- 
of thinking to the customer. able to customers if the! 

To deliver a quality object-oriented 
product, project members must think and 
design in terms of objects. This means the 
focus is on the object as the unit of design. 
The history of our team was to localize on 
functionality - the system is partitioned 
along functions-not on objects-all the 
information pertaining to an object, or 
class of objects, is grouped in one part of 
the system. In Figure 1, for example, all the 
information required by the mission-defi- 
nition object would be localized in one part 
oftbe system. This is quite a change ofthink- 
ing, a change in the way of doing things, and 
a change in conceptual learning. 

will be evaluating the requirements speci- form in an organized manner. We recom- 
fication and software desikm documents mend as a first step to select an object-ori- 
and participating in various reviews. 8.‘) 

The learning curve is also a factor. Ll’e 
~ ented analysis and development method 

and then find a CASE tool that supports it 
did not have as much of a problem with i and runs on your equipment. If you 
this because we all had experience in ap- choose a tool before the method, you’ll 
plying an object-oriented method. How- ’ h ave ess 1 fl ‘b’l’ exl 1 ity to tailor the method to 
ever, we were hampered by a general lack meet your needs. It is important select the 
of familiaritv with the Schlaer-Mellor method and tool hand in hand. Ifvou don’t, 
method and the MC% domain. It took us 
about two months to become comfortable 
with the method. If your team has no ex- 
perience with object-oriented methods, 
you can expect a learning curve ofbetween 
two and four months. 

Customers must also fully understand Finally, for a large s?-stem, you mdy 
the object-oriented method and the tools need to add a team member, a chiefmeth- 

the method you choose may .lack ade- 
quate CASE tool support, or the tools 
you select to support the method may not 
meet other project requirements. If the 
latter situation arises, you should con- 
tinue the evaluation until you find an op- 
timal method-CASE tool combina- 
tion.sJ’ 
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0 verall, our use of the Schlaer-Mellor for the ,MGS has not been completed, we techniques, a CASE tool that directly sup- 
method was successful. we felt es- feel that the objects defined when we built ported our method and provided consis- 

pecially comfortable with the objects de- ~ the information model are well estab- tency checking, and, most important, 
fined using object-oriented analysis be- lished and will not change. team memhers who recognized the bene- 
cause object selection was governed h> Our success was largely due to our pre- ~ fits of new techniques and were willing to 
stringent rules. Although the Ada design vious experience with object-oriented struggle through the learning process. + 
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